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Detector segmentation
• single-pixel fits to check pixel map (combine runs to get statistics)
• combined analysis: multi-pixel fit (spectra from all pixels in single likelihood)

– common 𝑬ퟎ and 𝒎흂
ퟐ, free norm. and backgr. per pixel → 2 2𝑁 free parameters

single-pixel fits 
using 10 runs
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Mass generation: 
new concepts
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The role of massive neutrinos
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mν = 0     

Massive neutrinos as  
“cosmic architects”

mν > 0     

336 ν / cm3 in the Universe today ν as probes of fusion in the sun

Understanding 
astrophysical processes
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3 K. Valerius  |  Status of the KATRIN Experiment  |  PPC 2015

● Neutrino mixing & m(ν
i
) ≠ 0 established

● Oscillaton experiments: tny mass splitngs

● Which mass ordering (normal, inverted)?

● What is the absolute ν mass scale?

Wealth of ν oscillaton data:

So far: only upper (< 2 eV) and lower bounds (>0.01    resp.    >0.05 eV)
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Neutrino masses: overview
“Neutrino Fest”, session V:

L. Everet, Neutrino theory

P. Coloma, Oscillaton phen.

R. Volkas, Neutrino mass

➜ 3 flavour states and 3 mass states 
linked by unitary mixing matrix 
(analogous to CKM) 

➜ 3 mixing angles θij,  
1 CP phase δ,  
2 independent Δm2 scales 

• Large neutrino mixing and tiny neutrino 
masses m(νi) ≠ 0 established 

• Which mass ordering? CP violation? 

• What is the absolute ν mass scale?

Physics Nobel Prize 2015

T. Kajita A.B. McDonald

“for the discovery of neutrino 
oscillations, which show that 

neutrinos have mass”

~10-3 eV2

~10-5 eV2

Neutrino masses & flavour oscillations
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 Cosmology  Search for 0νββ  Kinematics of weak   
 decays

 Methods  CMBR, GRS, 
 lensing, …

 ββ-decay of 76Ge,    
 130Te, 136Xe, …

 β-decay of 3H, 
 EC of 163Ho

 Observable

 Model dependence  Multi-parameter     
 cosmological model

- Majorana nature of ν, 
lepton number violation 

- BSM contributions 
other than m(ν)? 

- Nuclear matrix elements

 Direct, only kinematics;   
 no cancellations in  
 incoherent sum
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Complementary paths to the ν mass scale
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1.2. Die experimentelle Suche nach Neutrinos 3

Emission erzeugt. Er vereint damit die Hypothese Paulis von der Neutrinoemission beim β-

Zerfall mit Heisenbergs Vorstellung, dass der Atomkern nur aus “massiven“ Teilchen, nämlich

Protonen und Neutronen, besteht. Fermis Theorie lieferte eine erfolgreiche Beschreibung der

Lebensdauer und der Form des kontinuierlichen β-Spektrums und bildet die Grundlage der

heutigen Theorie der schwachen Wechselwirkung.

Mittels seiner Formel für den Verlauf des Spektrums war Fermi in der Lage, eine Methode

anzugeben, mit der sich aus der Kinematik des β-Zerfalls Informationen über die Ruhemasse

des Neutrinos extrahieren lassen6. Das Prinzip dieses Verfahrens wird noch heute in aktu-

ellen Experimenten zur Bestimmung der Neutrinoruhemasse verwendet (siehe Abschn. 2.1).

Abbildung 1.1: Von Fermi berechne-

ter Einfluss der Neutrinoruhemasse

auf die Form des β-Spektrums (Quel-
le: [Fer34], S. 171). Gezeigt sind die drei

Fälle einer großen, kleinen bzw. verschwin-
denden Neutrinomasse µ.

Fermi leitete einen Ausdruck für eine
”
Energiever-

teilungskurve“ der Elektronen aus dem β-Zerfall

her, deren Form insbesondere nahe der Grenzenergie

E0 der Elektronen stark von der Ruhemasse µ des

Neutrinos abhängt. Abb. 1.1 zeigt den Verlauf des

Endbereichs der Verteilungsfunktion für verschieden

große Neutrinomassen. Aus einem Vergleich mit den

damals verfügbaren experimentellen Daten schloss

Fermi, dass
”
die Ruhemasse des Neutrinos entwe-

der Null oder jedenfalls sehr klein in bezug auf die

Masse des Elektrons ist“ [Fer34]. In der Folgezeit

wurde eine Vielzahl von Experimenten mit dem Ziel

durchgeführt, diese Aussage zu präzisieren. Über ein

modernes Experiment dieser Art, das KATRIN Ex-

periment, wird im Rahmen dieser Arbeit berichtet

werden.

1.2 Die experimentelle Suche nach Neutrinos

Die Ideen Paulis und Fermis markieren den Beginn der Neutrinophysik – zumindest von der

theoretischen Seite. Doch schon in seinem bereits zitierten Brief stellte Wolfgang Pauli den

”
radioaktiven Damen und Herren“ die bange Frage,

”
wie es um den experimentellen Nachweis

eines solchen [Neutrinos] stände“ [Pau30]. Entscheidend für die Möglichkeit dieses Nachweises

ist das Durchdringungsvermögen, oder besser gesagt die Wechselwirkungswahrscheinlichkeit

des Neutrinos mit Materie. Ausgehend von Fermis Theorie und der Überlegung, dass das

Vorhandensein eines Prozesses zur Erzeugung von Neutrinos im Gegenzug auch die Existenz

eines Annihilationsprozesses impliziert, schätzten Hans Bethe und Rudolf Peierls [Bet34] den

Wirkungsquerschnitt σ für eine Reaktion ab, welche prinzipiell den Nachweis von Neutrinos

ermöglichen sollte. Sie betrachteten den Prozess, in dem ein Neutrino beim Auftreffen auf

einen Atomkern unter Emission eines Elektrons oder Positrons vernichtet wird, so dass sich

die Kernladungszahl um eins verändert. Ihre einfache Abschätzung ergab σ ≈ 10−44 cm2 (für

typische Energien Eβ ≈ 2 − 3 MeV, entsprechend einer Durchdringungstiefe von 1016 km in

dichter Materie) – ein Wert, der verglichen mit den bis dahin bekannten Wechselwirkungsme-

chanismen so unglaublich gering ist, dass Bethe und Peierls daraus schlossen, es sei praktisch

unmöglich, Prozesse dieser Art experimentell zu beobachten [Bet34]. Dass der direkte Nach-

weis von Neutrinos schließlich doch gelang, ist vor allem zwei Umständen zu verdanken: zum

6Gleichzeitig und unabhängig von Fermi hat auch F. Perrin [Perr33] auf den Zusammenhang zwischen der

Form des β-Spektrums und der Neutrinomasse hingewiesen. Bezüglich der Größe dieser Masse kam er zu der

gleichen Schlussfolgerung wie Fermi.

re
l. 

ra
te

electron kinetic energy

© 1948 Nature Publishing Group

Experiment: Tritium identified early on 
as most suitable β-emitter

Theory: Starting from Fermi’s seminal 
“attempt at a theory of β-rays”

Curran et al.

Neutrino mass from β-decay kinematics

Fermi, Z. Phys., 1934
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Spectral distortion measures  
“effective” mass square:

m2(⌫e) :=
P

i |Uei|2 m2
i

Key requirements: 
• Low endpoint energy: 

E0 = 18.6 keV for 3H 

• High-activity source: 
T1/2 = 12.3 yr for 3H 

• Energy resolution ~ 1 eV

Kinematic measurement can probe for heavier ν states  ➜  eV- and keV-scale sterile ν
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Neutrino mass from β-decay kinematics
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tritium (3H) 
β spectroscopy

rhenium (187Re) 
β calorimetryITEP, 1980

Curran 
et al., 1948

previous limits (2 eV)
ν not dominant DM

Mainz (2005, final result) 
m(νe) < 2.3 eV (95% CL) 
Kraus et al., EPJ C40:447

Troitsk (2011, re-analysis) 
m(νe) < 2.05 eV (95% CL) 
Aseev et al., PRD 84:112003

ongoing exp. (KATRIN: 0.2 eV)
degeneracy scale

future approaches
hierarchy scale

Neutrino mass from β-decay kinematics

courtesy JF Wilkerson
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Magnetic Adiabatic Collimation & Electrostatic Filter 
➜  Integrating electrostatic filter (Ekin > eU0) 
➜  High resolution ΔE ~1 eV combined with large angular acceptance 0° …51°

solenoid

source detector

electrode

analysing plane

solenoid

[Beamson et al. 1980; Kruit & Read 1983; Lobashev 1985; Picard et al. 1992]

(momentum transformation  
without E-field)

High-resolution spectrometer: MAC-E filter
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The Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino Experiment

• Experimental site: 
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) 

• International collaboration: 
~150 members from 20 institutions 
in 6 countries (D, US, CZ, RU, F, ES) 

• Goal: Improve sensitivity on m(νe)  
from 2 eV (previous experiments) to  0.2 eV (90% C.L.) within 2019-2024

katrin.kit.edu 

http://katrin.kit.edu
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Working principle of KATRIN

10

windowless 
gaseous T2 source 

1011 e- / s

counting detector 
< 1 e- / s

tritium pumping 
& e- transport 

T2 flow reduction >1014

high-pass energy filters 
MAC-E filter

pre-filter 
~103 e- / s

main filter 
U = -18.6 kV 
ΔE ~1 eV 148 pixels 

“dartboard" layout

70 m beamline
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Sept. 2015Tritium Laboratory 
Karlsruhe (TLK)

KIT – The Research University in the Helmholtz Association

tritium 
injection

30 Kelvin

3.6 Tesla

e-
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Thermodynamic properties of the KATRIN 
Windowless Gaseous Tritium Source
Moritz Hackenjos, Institute of Technical Physics (ITEP), for the KATRIN Collaboration, moritz.hackenjos@kit.edu

The KATRIN Windowless Gaseous Tritium Source (WGTS)

Tasks
• Achieve a source activity of 1011 Bq

(0.1% stability) 
• Guide adiabatically the decay electrons

Closed tritium cycle

in

out

Superconducting magnets 3.6 T

DPS1-R DPS1-FWGTS

D
en

si
ty

out

out

out

Temperature requirements
• Temporal stability: ΔTt ≤ 30 mK
• Homogeneity: ΔTh ≤ 30 mK

Source activity function of
• Tritium gas purity (> 95%)
• Column density( 1 – 5 ∗1017 cm-2)

Doppler effects dominate T > 33 K 

Cluster effects dominate T < 27 K 

Column density function of
• Tritium inlet pressure
• Beam tube temperature
• Pumping performance

The beam tube cooling 27 – 30 K

Neon 
gas 

supply

Vapour pressure 
sensor

P
t500

1.7·1011 Bq

Stand alone commissioning

• Test of beam tube 2-phase neon cooling system
• Pt500 in-situ calibration with vapour pressure sensor
• Measurement of temperature homogeneity

Length of beam tube

𝑒

𝑒

2-Phase 
neon 
pipes

Cold beam tube

Gaseous neon

Liquid neon

Helium 
gas in

Helium 
gas out

Thermo
siphon T2

z (m)
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33 

31 

29 
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Superconducting coil

Insulation vacuum 
chamber < 105 mbar

Outer shield LN2 77 K

Inner shield He ~30 K

LHe vessel 4.2 K

Beam tube ~30 K

The KATRIN experiment

𝑒

T2

T-cluster

𝑒

WGTS Transport section Main spectrometer𝑒

stability 0.1%

Sensitivity: 200 meV (90% C.L.)

Gaseous molecular tritium source of 
• high activity (~100 GBq) 
• high gas column density (5·1017 cm-2) 

and stability (0.1%) 

• high isotopic purity (εT  > 95%)

Length of beam tube

• closed tritium loops: ~100 m of piping 
• instrumentation: > 800 sensors and valves

today

KATRIN’s high-luminosity tritium source
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Measurement of the response function

12

source gas
towards 

spectrometer & 
detector

~ 18 keV e-

Windowless

Tritium source

Transport

section

Spectrometer section (pre-

filter and energy analysis)

148 pixel

detector

70 m

The KATRIN experiment
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Requirements

 
● low endpoint energy
● high source luminosity
● high energy resolution
● very low background
● stability of the 

experimental parameters 

on the per mil to  ppm 

level

 

→ MAC-E filter concept

Tritium β-decay

E
0    

= 18.6 keV, T
1/2

 = 12.3 a

S(E) = 1 (super-allowed)

 

(modified by final states, recoil corrections, 

radiative corrections, ...)

Magnetic Adiabatic Collimation with Electrostatic Filter

A. Picard et al., NIM B 63 (1992)

Kinematic determination of m(ν
e
) MAC-E filter concept KATRIN experiment at KIT

statistical uncertainty for m2(ν
e
):

σ
stat

    ≈ 0.018 eV²

planned systematic uncertainty for m2(ν
e
):

 σ
sys,tot

 ≈ 0.017 eV²

 

→ sensitivity for m(ν
e
) upper limit: 

0.2 eV (90% C.L.)
 
→ observable with 5σ:

 m(ν
e
) = 0.35 eV

KATRIN design  

sensitivity: 

 

5 year 

measurement 

(eff. 3 y of data)

Integral beta spectrum   KATRIN response function

We acknowledge the support of Helmholtz Association (HGF), Ministry for Education and Research BMBF (05A17PM3, 05A17PX3, 05A17VK2, and 05A17WO3), Helmholtz Alliance for Astroparticle Physics (HAP), and Helmholtz Young Investigator Group (VH-NG-1055) in 

Germany; Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport (CANAM-LM2011019), cooperation with the JINR Dubna (3+3 grants) 2017–2019 in the Czech Republic; and the Department of Energy through grants DE-FG02-97ER41020, DE-FG02-94ER40818, DE-SC0004036, DE-FG02-

97ER41033, DE-FG02-97ER41041, DE-AC02-05CH11231, and DE-SC0011091 in the United States.

High precision measurement of the energy losses due to scattering of electrons with molecules in the source
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Energy loss and response function in KATRIN
A.Lokhov and R. Sack for the KATRIN collaboration

Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität, Institut für Kernphysik, Münster.

Beta spectrum

⊗

● Fermi theory

● Neutrino mass

● Molecular effects

● Doppler broadening

● Radiative corrections

● ...

● Energy filtering

● Electron scattering in 

the gaseous source 

● Synchrotron radiation 

in strong magnetic 

fields

● B/E fields

● Adiabatic motion the 

region of interest

Experimental response

Integral spectrum

1) MAC-E-Filter transmission condition

2) Scattering energy losses

3) Scattering probabilities

4) Segments of the source

5) Inhomogeneities of the EM $elds

6) Synchrotron radiation in the source

  and transport sections

Transversal 
energy Time

(1)(1)

(2, 3, 4, 5 )(2, 3, 4, 5 )

(1)(1)

(6)

Ingredients of KATRIN response

– Temperature, gas density, magnetic field and 

electric potential could vary along the source

– Magnetic fields and electric potential vary 

along the analyzing plane in radial direction

The egun at KATRIN
Movable optic 
stage to select one 
of the 7 fibers

FibersBackplate at 
Vessel potential

Frontplate
Up to 5 kV more positive 
than backplate

Electrons start here

Rotate here to select angle 
relative to magnetic field

Available light sources:
LDLS:
- continuous wave
- adjustable wavelength
LASER:
- short pulses, 20-100 kHz
- 266 nm

Eloss measurement with different 
column densities of deuterium

Black curve shows 
transmission function 
without energy loss.

Colorful curves show  
transmission with 
energy loss at 
different column 
densities of 
deuterium gas.

The column density 
is estimated from the 
inlet pressure.

Each curve takes 
12 h measurement 
time with an egun 
rate of 8 kcps.

Idea: Use Time of Flight (ToF) to measure a differential Eloss spectrum
- synchronize e-gun and detector
- Use pulsed Laser with  20 kHz (1/f = 50 μs).
- Plot ToF: arrival time mod 50 μs.
- select electrons with flight times of 30 - 50 μs.

Why is it ‘differential’ ?
Spectrometer is a high pass filter.
The time of flight cut rejects electrons with high surplus energy
→ select particular energy

Differential time of flight (ToF) Spectrum 

A new energy loss model based on our measurements

Fit model:
- 3 Gauss curves to describe the excitation peak (1a+1b).
- BED Model1 to describe the ionization tail.
- Use ionization energy as transition point to BED Model.
- scale amplitude of tail to make it a steady function.

1Kim, Rudd ‘94 Phys. Rev. A 50, 3954; https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevA.50.3954 
2Aseev, V., Belesev, A., Berlev, A. et al. Eur. Phys. J. D (2000) 10: 39. https://doi.org/10.1007/s100530050525
3Abdurashitov, D.N., Belesev, A.I., Chernov, V.G. et al. Phys. Part. Nuclei Lett. (2017) 14: 892. https://doi.org/10.1134/S1547477117060024

Differential Spectrum created with time of 
flight method. 
Combined fit of differential and integral 
data. Multiple scattering according to 
poissonian probability:

P
S
(θ)=

(ρ lσ)s

s !
exp(−ρ lσ)

New parametrization for 
Eloss model

Global fit to integral and 
differential deuterium Eloss data

Our new model compared to 
existing models2,3

Response function with Aseev 
model and with the new KATRIN 

model

The energy loss model enters the 
response function in form of multiple 
convolutions with the transmission 
probability weighted with the 
scattering probabilities:

Comparison with older models

Summary & Outlook

● We have a detailed model of the KATRIN response function.

All major systematic effects of the experimental response 

are included.

● To achieve the KATRIN sensitivity we have measured the 

energy loss function of electron inelastic scattering on 

deuterium with high precision.

● Good energy resolution, stability of the High Voltage System 

and the ToF method allowed for building a new energy loss 

model based on this measurement.

● The energy loss function in tritium has been measured 

recently. A new parameter set based on  this data will be 

available soon.

Adiabatic transport → μ = E⊥/ B = const.
 

B drops by 2·104 from solenoid to analyzing plane → E  ⊥ → EII    
 

Only electrons with EII > eU
0
 can pass the retardation potential 

 

Energy resolution ΔE = E ,max, start⊥  · B
min

 / B
max

 ≈ 1 eV

Characterization of potential
inhomogeneities using
electrons of well defined
energy and angle from
suitable calibration sources
→ e-gun, CKrS, GKrS
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multiple 
scattering

0%
~6%

~50%

~100%

Energy loss of electrons by 
inelastic scattering 
are key systematics in  
ν-mass measurement  

Measurement of “integrating” 
response function by 
precision electron source 
with sharp energy & defined 
angular range 

Time-of-flight mode adds 
access to differential energy 
loss spectrum
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Energy loss function from time-of-flight

Windowless

Tritium source

Transport

section

Spectrometer section (pre-

filter and energy analysis)

148 pixel

detector

70 m

The KATRIN experiment
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Requirements

 
● low endpoint energy
● high source luminosity
● high energy resolution
● very low background
● stability of the 

experimental parameters 

on the per mil to  ppm 

level

 

→ MAC-E filter concept

Tritium β-decay

E
0    

= 18.6 keV, T
1/2

 = 12.3 a

S(E) = 1 (super-allowed)

 

(modified by final states, recoil corrections, 

radiative corrections, ...)

Magnetic Adiabatic Collimation with Electrostatic Filter

A. Picard et al., NIM B 63 (1992)

Kinematic determination of m(ν
e
) MAC-E filter concept KATRIN experiment at KIT

statistical uncertainty for m2(ν
e
):

σ
stat

    ≈ 0.018 eV²

planned systematic uncertainty for m2(ν
e
):

 σ
sys,tot

 ≈ 0.017 eV²

 

→ sensitivity for m(ν
e
) upper limit: 

0.2 eV (90% C.L.)
 
→ observable with 5σ:

 m(ν
e
) = 0.35 eV

KATRIN design  

sensitivity: 

 

5 year 

measurement 

(eff. 3 y of data)

Integral beta spectrum   KATRIN response function

We acknowledge the support of Helmholtz Association (HGF), Ministry for Education and Research BMBF (05A17PM3, 05A17PX3, 05A17VK2, and 05A17WO3), Helmholtz Alliance for Astroparticle Physics (HAP), and Helmholtz Young Investigator Group (VH-NG-1055) in 

Germany; Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport (CANAM-LM2011019), cooperation with the JINR Dubna (3+3 grants) 2017–2019 in the Czech Republic; and the Department of Energy through grants DE-FG02-97ER41020, DE-FG02-94ER40818, DE-SC0004036, DE-FG02-

97ER41033, DE-FG02-97ER41041, DE-AC02-05CH11231, and DE-SC0011091 in the United States.

High precision measurement of the energy losses due to scattering of electrons with molecules in the source
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Energy loss and response function in KATRIN
A.Lokhov and R. Sack for the KATRIN collaboration

Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität, Institut für Kernphysik, Münster.

Beta spectrum

⊗

● Fermi theory

● Neutrino mass

● Molecular effects

● Doppler broadening

● Radiative corrections

● ...

● Energy filtering

● Electron scattering in 

the gaseous source 

● Synchrotron radiation 

in strong magnetic 

fields

● B/E fields

● Adiabatic motion the 

region of interest

Experimental response

Integral spectrum

1) MAC-E-Filter transmission condition

2) Scattering energy losses

3) Scattering probabilities

4) Segments of the source

5) Inhomogeneities of the EM $elds

6) Synchrotron radiation in the source

  and transport sections

Transversal 
energy Time

(1)(1)

(2, 3, 4, 5 )(2, 3, 4, 5 )

(1)(1)

(6)

Ingredients of KATRIN response

– Temperature, gas density, magnetic field and 

electric potential could vary along the source

– Magnetic fields and electric potential vary 

along the analyzing plane in radial direction

The egun at KATRIN
Movable optic 
stage to select one 
of the 7 fibers

FibersBackplate at 
Vessel potential

Frontplate
Up to 5 kV more positive 
than backplate

Electrons start here

Rotate here to select angle 
relative to magnetic field

Available light sources:
LDLS:
- continuous wave
- adjustable wavelength
LASER:
- short pulses, 20-100 kHz
- 266 nm

Eloss measurement with different 
column densities of deuterium

Black curve shows 
transmission function 
without energy loss.

Colorful curves show  
transmission with 
energy loss at 
different column 
densities of 
deuterium gas.

The column density 
is estimated from the 
inlet pressure.

Each curve takes 
12 h measurement 
time with an egun 
rate of 8 kcps.

Idea: Use Time of Flight (ToF) to measure a differential Eloss spectrum
- synchronize e-gun and detector
- Use pulsed Laser with  20 kHz (1/f = 50 μs).
- Plot ToF: arrival time mod 50 μs.
- select electrons with flight times of 30 - 50 μs.

Why is it ‘differential’ ?
Spectrometer is a high pass filter.
The time of flight cut rejects electrons with high surplus energy
→ select particular energy

Differential time of flight (ToF) Spectrum 

A new energy loss model based on our measurements

Fit model:
- 3 Gauss curves to describe the excitation peak (1a+1b).
- BED Model1 to describe the ionization tail.
- Use ionization energy as transition point to BED Model.
- scale amplitude of tail to make it a steady function.

1Kim, Rudd ‘94 Phys. Rev. A 50, 3954; https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevA.50.3954 
2Aseev, V., Belesev, A., Berlev, A. et al. Eur. Phys. J. D (2000) 10: 39. https://doi.org/10.1007/s100530050525
3Abdurashitov, D.N., Belesev, A.I., Chernov, V.G. et al. Phys. Part. Nuclei Lett. (2017) 14: 892. https://doi.org/10.1134/S1547477117060024

Differential Spectrum created with time of 
flight method. 
Combined fit of differential and integral 
data. Multiple scattering according to 
poissonian probability:

P
S
(θ)=

(ρ lσ)s

s !
exp(−ρ lσ)

New parametrization for 
Eloss model

Global fit to integral and 
differential deuterium Eloss data

Our new model compared to 
existing models2,3

Response function with Aseev 
model and with the new KATRIN 

model

The energy loss model enters the 
response function in form of multiple 
convolutions with the transmission 
probability weighted with the 
scattering probabilities:

Comparison with older models

Summary & Outlook

● We have a detailed model of the KATRIN response function.

All major systematic effects of the experimental response 

are included.

● To achieve the KATRIN sensitivity we have measured the 

energy loss function of electron inelastic scattering on 

deuterium with high precision.

● Good energy resolution, stability of the High Voltage System 

and the ToF method allowed for building a new energy loss 

model based on this measurement.

● The energy loss function in tritium has been measured 

recently. A new parameter set based on  this data will be 

available soon.

Adiabatic transport → μ = E⊥/ B = const.
 

B drops by 2·104 from solenoid to analyzing plane → E  ⊥ → EII    
 

Only electrons with EII > eU
0
 can pass the retardation potential 

 

Energy resolution ΔE = E ,max, start⊥  · B
min

 / B
max

 ≈ 1 eV

Characterization of potential
inhomogeneities using
electrons of well defined
energy and angle from
suitable calibration sources
→ e-gun, CKrS, GKrS

ToF signal from pulsed e-gun (70 ns at 20 kHz):  
High-pass filter turned into narrow band-pass ➜ recover “differential” spectrum

[“MAC-E-ToF” idea by J. Bonn et al., NIM A421 (1999) 256; see also Steinbrink et al. NJP 15 (2013) 113020]
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Ramp up beam energy at fixed Uret

➜ ionisation

➜ el. excitation

Empirical parameterisation replaced by physics-motivated composite model 
➜ triple Gauss for electronic excitation + ionisation tail 
Greatly improved data-driven understanding of one of the key systematics
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publication in prep.
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May/June 2018: Tritium commissioning (low activity ~500 MBq) 
➜ First high-quality β spectra, validation of spectrum model & analysis tools 
    [EPJ C 80 (2020) 264] 
➜ Search for keV sterile neutrinos 
    [forthcoming publication] 

14

KATRIN data taking
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Fig. 7 Fit of the golden data selection in three selected fit ranges using the covariance matrix approach. The error bars are increased by a factor of
50 to make them visible. The residuals are normalized to the total uncertainty. The light-blue area indicates the statistical and the dark-blue area
the systematic contribution to the total uncertainty. In this display of the systematic uncertainty band, only the diagonal entries of the covariance
matrix are shown. a) Nominal fit range of qUi � E0 �100eV, c2 = 7.9 (11 dof). b) Mid-extended range to qUi � E0 �200eV, c2 = 12.7 (15 dof).
c) Large-extended range to qUi � E0 �400eV, c2 = 13.8 (17 dof).
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Fit of the golden data selection in the mid-extended ! t range of qUi ≥ E0 − 200 eV, χ 2 = 12.7 (15 dof ) 
using the covariance matrix approach. The error bars are increased by a factor of 50 to make them visible.

The residuals are normalized to the total uncertainty. The light-blue area indicates the statistical and the dark-blue area the 
systematic contribution to the total uncertainty. In this display of the systematic uncertainty band, only 

the diagonal entries of the covariance matrix are shown.  

From M. Schlösser, S. Mertens et al.: First operation of the KATRIN experiment with tritium
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KATRIN data taking

May/June 2018: Tritium commissioning (low activity ~500 MBq) 
➜ First high-quality β spectra, validation of spectrum model & analysis tools 
    [EPJ C 80 (2020) 264] 
➜ Search for keV sterile neutrinos 
    [forthcoming publication] 

April/May 2019: Start of  
neutrino-mass measurements. 
Since then: 

Ramp-up of source strength 
Improved background  
suppression 
In-depth systematics studies, 
e.g. plasma properties 
Improved calibration 
methods
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- After quality selection: 
274 β-scans x 2.5 hrs 

- Alternating up/down scans 

- 27 HV set-points per scan 

- Event sample:  
2 Million electrons

March 4, 2019:  
Start large-scale throughput of high-purity tritium in closed loop (4.9 g/day) 

April 10 - May 13, 2019: four weeks (780 hrs) of β-scans at 24.5 GBq 
➜ equivalent to few days out of 1000 planned days at nominal activity (100 GBq)

m2(ν) 
region

tritium 
endpoint E0

tritium signal 
-40 eV below E0

background region 
+50 eV above endpoint

27
4 
β-

sc
an

s

KATRIN’s first neutrino mass campaign
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Fit of 274 individual scans 
(fixed m2(ν) = 0) 
All pixels combined into  
uniform pixel 

✓ β-spectrum endpoint E0 
shows excellent stability 
over entire 4-week period

Stability of spectral scans

17

std. deviation 
σ = 0.255 eV 

retarding energy -18574 (eV) 



Statistical and systematic uncertainties

18

First dataset is strongly statistics-dominated (5 days nominal KATRIN only …). 
Total statistics budget: 

Systematic uncertainties are well understood. 
Total systematics budget:

σstat = 0.97 eV2

σsyst = 0.32 eV2

Susanne'Mertens

Budget)of)uncertainties

we'are'largely'statistics'dominated'!!!

Non-Poissonian background part

Background slope

Column density fluctuations

Magnetic fields

HV stacking

Molecular final states spectrum

Energy loss distribution

KIT-KCETA33 Sept. 13, 2019

systematics breakdown

� well-understood systematics budget Vsyst (with Vsyst < Vstat) 

- total systematic uncertainty budget Vsyst = 0.32 eV2

1-V uncertainty on mQ
2 (eV2) 

final state distribution
energy loss distribution

HV „stacking“
B-field values
background slope
non-Poisson bg. part

inelastic scattering

- total  statistical uncertainty budget Vstat = 0.97 eV2

0.00             0.05             0.10             0.15             0.20            0.25             0.30

G. Drexlin – direct neutrino mass measurement

Systematics breakdown for first Science Run:

improves on  
Mainz &Troitsk by

factor 2

factor 6

➜ since May 2020: 
improved radon retention system

KATRIN Collab., PRL 123 (2019) 221802



First neutrino mass result

19

2 million events in total 

Shape-only fit, 4 free parameters: 
m2(ν), E0, normalisation, background 

Excellent goodness-of-fit: 
 

Best-fit value: 

New upper limit:  
mν < 1.1 eV (90% C.L.) = sensitivity 

Bayesian Credible Interval 
(flat prior, m2 > 0) 
mν < 0.9 eV (90% C.I.) 

m2
⌫ =

�
�1.0+0.9

�1.1

�
eV2

<latexit sha1_base64="G08RrXlW8QMYgMMJhPOP35lBm6Y=">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</latexit>

�2 = 21.4 for 23 d.o.f. (p = 0.56)
<latexit sha1_base64="P1hZ5OHKvmMs6lg3bOSemw4sqJA=">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</latexit>

KATRIN Collab., PRL 123 (2019) 221802
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d�
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Neutrinos mix: generate “kink” in β spectrum at E = E0 – ms

Ist there a fourth 
(sterile) neutrino?

mass

light sterile ν, ms ~ few eV 
motivated by oscillation anomalies

Susanne	Mertens

Signature	of	light	sterile	neutrino

Characteristic	distortion	
of	the	spectrum	

Sterile	branch

Active	
branch

m4=	10	eV

sin2 \

+

!] !^

24

→ See	Reactor	and	Geo	n session	on	25	June
→ See	sterile	n session	on	2	July

example: m4 = 10 eV

heavy sterile ν, ms ~ few keV 
motivated as DM candidate

2

FIG. 1. Imprint of a heavy, mostly sterile, neutrino with a
mass of ms = 10 keV and an unphysical large mixing angle of
sin2 ⇥ = 0.2 on the tritium b-decay spectrum.

decay spectrum

d�

dE
= cos2 ⇥
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�
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�
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�
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would be a superposition of the standard spectrum, with
the endpoint governed by the e↵ective electron neutrino
mass m� , and a spectrum with a significantly reduced
endpoint corresponding to the decay into a sterile neu-
trino of mass ms. The amplitude of the additional decay
branch would be governed by the active-sterile mixing
amplitude sin2 ⇥. Hence, sterile neutrinos would mani-
fest themselves as a local kink-like feature and a broad
spectral distortion below Ekink = E0 �ms, see figure 1.

With an endpoint of E0 = 18.6 keV the super-allowed
b-decay of tritium is well suited for a keV-scale ster-
ile neutrino search. Due to the short-half life of 12.3
years, high decay rates can be achieved with reasonable
amounts of tritium. Furthermore, a kink-like sterile neu-
trino signature would be a distinct feature in the fully
smooth tritium � decay spectrum [15].

II. THE TRISTAN PROJECT

The idea of the TRISTAN project is to utilize the un-
precedented tritium source luminosity of the KATRIN
experiment for a high-precision keV-scale sterile neutrino
search. TRISTAN is designed to achieve a sensitivity of
sin2 ⇥ < 10�6, see figure 3.

KATRIN’s prime goal is a direct probe of the abso-
lute neutrino mass scale via a precise measurement of
the tritium beta decay spectrum close to its endpoint,
where the imprint of the neutrino mass is maximal. For
this purpose, KATRIN combines a high-activity (1011

decays per second) gaseous tritium source with a high-
resolution (�E ⇠ 1 eV) spectrometer, see figure 2. The
electrons are guided along magnetic field lines from the

so-called Windowless Gaseous Tritium Source (WGTS)
to the spectrometer. The latter is operated as a Mag-
netic Adiabatic Collimation and Electrostatic (MAC-E)
filter [23, 24], which transmits electrons with kinetic
energies larger than the spectrometer’s retarding po-
tential. By observing the number of transmitted elec-
trons for di↵erent filter voltages U in a range of about
E0 � 60 eV < qU < E0 + 5 eV (where q is the elec-
tron charge) the integral tritium b-decay spectrum is ob-
tained. The rate of electrons is detected with a 148-pixel
focal plane detector [19, 25] situated at the exit of the
KATRIN spectrometer. The detector system is equipped
with a post-acceleration electrode (PAE), that increases
the kinetic energy of all electrons by a fixed amount of
up to 20 keV [19].

Operating KATRIN to search for keV-scale sterile neu-
trinos requires extending the measurement interval to
cover the entire tritium b-decay spectrum, i.e. to set the
filter voltage to values much lower than in standard op-
eration [15]. In this new mode of operation the number
of transmitted electrons will be a few orders of magni-
tudes higher than in normal KATRIN operation mode.
The current silicon focal plane detector is not designed
to handle such high count rates. Accordingly, the main
objective of the TRISTAN project is to develop a new
detector and read-out system, capable of revealing very
small spectrum distortions, and handling rates of up to
108 counts per second (cps).

The main challenge of a keV-scale sterile neutrino
search is the precise understanding of the entire spec-
trum on the parts-per-million (ppm) level, in order to
be able to start probing sterile-active mixing angles of
cosmological interest. In order to reduce systematic un-
certainties and avoid false-positive signals, a combina-
tion of an integral and a di↵erential measurement mode
is planned: The integral mode makes use of the high-
resolution spectrometer and a counting detector (analo-
gous to the normal KATRIN measurement mode). This
mode requires an extremely stable counting rate. In the
di↵erential mode, the spectrometer is operated at low
filter voltage continuously and the detector itself deter-
mines the energy of each electron. This mode requires
an excellent energy resolution and a precise understand-
ing of the detector response even at high counting rates.
The two measurement modes are prone to di↵erent sys-
tematic uncertainties and hence allow to cross check each
other.

TRISTAN is currently an R&D e↵ort for an experi-
ment to take place after completion of the neutrino mass
measurement of KATRIN, prospectively in 2025. In this
paper we 1) discuss the requirements of the new detector
and read-out system and 2) present the first characteri-
zation measurements of a 7-pixel prototype silicon drift
detector, see figure 5a, produced at the Semiconductor
Laboratory of the Max Planck Society (HLL) [26] and
equipped with a read-out ASIC developed at the XGLab
company [27].

example: m4 = 10 keV
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Physics reach of KATRIN:  
search for extra neutrino states
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Search for sterile neutrinos at the eV scale

21

Same data set and basic analysis 
procedure as for “mβ” neutrino mass 
search 

At E0-40 eV, signal to background 
ratio is ~70 (favourable compared to 
typical oscillation experiments) 

Apply 3+1 sterile neutrino model 

Grid search in (m4, |Ue4|2) plane 

mβ fixed to minimum allowed value 
(0.009 eV) according to oscillations

Susanne	Mertens
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eV-scale	sterile	neutrino	search

• same	data	set	as	for	neutrino	mass	
• 3+1	sterile	neutrino	model
• grid	search	in	!^, '$^ " plane
• !U	fixed	to	minimal	allowed	value	(0.009	eV)
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Search for sterile neutrinos at the eV scale
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Region of high Δm2: 
- Improve exclusion with respect to 

DANSS, PROSPECT, STÉRÉO 
- Exclude large Δm2 solution preferred 

by reactor and gallium anomalies

Region of low Δm2: 
- Improve limits by Mainz and Troitsk 
- Neutrino-4 hint at the edge of 95% 

exclusion

5

maximum sensitivity for m2
4 ' 400 eV2. For smaller m2

4
the sensitivity decreases due to the reduction of statis-
tics and vanishes for m2

4 ' 2 eV2. For larger m2
4 the

sensitivity rapidly drops due to the narrow interval in
which a sterile neutrino could influence the experimen-
tal �-spectrum. Case I allows a direct comparison with
previous and similar experiments. This work supersedes
the Mainz exclusion limit [36] for m2

4 . 1000 eV2 and
improves the Troitsk bounds [37] for m2

4 . 30 eV2, as
displayed in figure 3.

10-2 10-1

|U
e4

|2

100

101

102

103

m
42  (

eV
2 )

Mainz 95% C.L. :  m2 = 0 eV2

Troitsk 95% C.L. :  m2 = 0 eV2

KATRIN sensitivity 95% C.L. :  m2 = 0 eV2

KATRIN 95% C.L. :  m2 = 0 eV2

KATRIN 95% C.L. :  m2 free

KATRIN 95% C.L. :  m2 free , (m2 ) = 1 eV2

FIG. 3. 95% confidence level exclusion curves in the
(|Ue4|2, m2

4) plane obtained from the analysis of KATRIN
data including statistical and systematic uncertainties. The
two solid lines show the expected sensitivity (light grey)
and the associated exclusion (blue) for fixed m2

⌫ = 0 eV2

(case I). The dotted line in dark blue illustrates the exclu-
sion curve obtained with a free m2

⌫ (case II). Lastly, the
dot-dashed line in turquoise displays the intermediate exclu-
sion curve with a free m2

⌫ constrained with an uncertainty
�(m2

⌫) = 1 eV2 (case III). First KATRIN results supersede
the Mainz exclusion limit [36] and improve Troitsk bounds [37]
for m2

4 < 30 eV2.

In a second analysis, called case II, we consider a more
generic scenario where m2

⌫ is treated as a free and and
unconstrained parameter in the fit. Figure 3 shows the
resulting 95% confidence level exclusion curves in the
(|Ue4|

2, m2
4) plane, only deviating from the upper limit of

case I for m2
4 < 60 eV2. For low mixing, |Ue4|

2 . 0.3, and
small m2

4 < 10 eV2, the m2
⌫ fitted values are in excellent

agreement with our standard neutrino mass analysis [12].
As complementary information, called case III, we dis-

play in figure 3 the intermediate exclusion curve that is
obtained when m2

⌫ is treated as a nuisance parameter in
the fit, using a Gaussian pull term with the expectation
m2

⌫ = 0 eV2 and a Gaussian uncertainty �(m2
⌫) = 1 eV2.

Comparison with neutrino oscillation experiments.- At
this stage it is interesting to compare our results (case I)
with short baseline neutrino oscillation experiments mea-

FIG. 4. 95% confidence level exclusion curves in the
(sin2(2✓ee),�m2

41) plane obtained from the analysis of KA-
TRIN data with fixed m⌫ = 0. The green contour delim-
its the 3+1 neutrino oscillations allowed at 95% confidence
level by the reactor and gallium anomalies [2]. KATRIN data
improve the exclusion of the high �m2

41 values with respect
to DANSS, PROSPECT, and Stéréo reactor spectral ratio
measurements [28–30]. Mainz [36] and Troitsk [37] exclusion
curves [38] are also displayed for comparison. An estimation
of KATRIN’s final sensitivity (1000 days at nominal column
density) is represented by the dotted line. The light (dark)
gray bands delimit the exclusions from 0⌫�� experiments, for
the case of inverted and normal hierarchies (the extension of
the bands reflects the uncertainties of the parameters of the
PMNS matrix [1]).

suring the electron (anti-)neutrino survival probability
P (�m2

41, sin
2(2✓ee)) [7]. To relate the obtained re-

sults to KATRIN, the mass splitting can be written as
�m2

41 ' m2
4 � m2

⌫ . According to the measured neu-
trino oscillation parameters, this approximation is valid
within 2 · 10�4 eV2, the main di↵erence being due to the
unknown mass hierarchy and the amplitude of the mixing
between active and sterile neutrinos [16]. For the analy-
sis case I we simply have �m2

41 ' m2
4. Furthermore KA-

TRIN is directly sensitive to |Ue4|
2 whereas oscillation

experiments measure sin2(2✓ee) = 4|Ue4|
2(1 � |Ue4|

2).
These first KATRIN data exclude the high�m2

41 solution
of the reactor and gallium anomalies, for�m2

41 values be-
tween 100 and 1000 eV2, as depicted in figure 4. Our data
also improve the exclusion of DANSS, PROSPECT, and
Stéréo reactor spectral ratio measurements [28–30] for
�m2

41 & 10 eV2. The Neutrino-4 hint of large active-
sterile mixing [39] is at the edge of our current 95% con-
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Demonstrate potential of KATRIN 
to probe sterile neutrino hypothesis 

Complementarity with short-
baseline oscillation experiments 

Future prospects:  
large fraction of reactor & gallium 
anomaly and Neutrino-4 region of 
interest will be probed with full 
KATRN data set
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4
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Prospects for keV sterile neutrino search

Proof of principle: 
Deep scan (1.6 keV below E0) 
low-activity commissioning data 

Excellent agreement of model and 
data (p-value = 0.6) 

Sensitivity to sin2! = 10-3 

at m4 = 0.4 keV 
 

Future perspectives: 
Novel multi-pixel Silicon Drift 
Detector array (TRISTAN) 

High-statistics search 

Target sensitivity of sin2! < 10-6
Susanne	Mertens

keV-scale	sterile	neutrino	search

Proof	of	principle:	Deep	scan	(1.6	keV below	E0)	with	low-activity	commissioning	data
üexcellent	agreement	of	model	and	data	(p-value	=	0.6)
üsensitivity	to	sin2 \ <	10-3	@	m4 =	0.4	keV

Future:	Novel	multi-pixel	Silicon	Drift	Detector	array	(TRISTAN)
ühigh-statistics	search
ü target	sensitivity	of	sin2 \ <	10-6
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Mertens	et	al,	JCAP	1502	(2015)	
Mertens	et	al,	J.	Phys.	G46	(2019)

T.	Houdy et	al

publication in preparation
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- High count rates at ~few keV below endpoint 

- Tiny sterile admixture sin2(θs) expected 

- Best sensitivity for differential measurement, 
need energy resolution ~300 eV or better

3

FIG. 2. The left-hand side of the figure depicts the KATRIN apparatus: a) Rear section, b) windowless gaseous tritium source
(WGTS), c) di↵erential pumping section, d) cryogenic pumping section, e) pre-spectrometer, f) main spectrometer, g) detector
section. For a detailed overview of KATRIN see reference [17]. For the TRISTAN project the 148-pixel Si-PIN focal plane
detector [19] would be replaced by a ⇡3500-pixel silicon drift detector system, displayed enlarged on the right-hand side of the
figure. The baseline design comprises 21 so-called detector modules, each with 166 pixels and a side length of 4 cm. Each pixel
has a hexagonal shape and a diameter of 3 mm. The total detector diameter is about 20 cm.

FIG. 3. This figure shows the 95% C.L. sensitivity of 1) what
could be achieved with KATRIN as it is at the moment (red
dashed curve), 2) the design sensitivity of TRISTAN (red),
and 3) the statistical limit that could be reached after a three
years data-taking phase with the full source strength of the
KATRIN experiment. For the TRISTAN measurement we as-
sume a 3-years measurement period, with a 100 fold reduced
tritium column density in order to reduce systematic e↵ects
related to scattering of electrons with gas molecules and pile-
up e↵ects. Furthermore, we assume a constant energy reso-
lution of 300 eV FWHM. The grey dashed area depicts the
current laboratory-based limit [20–22].

III. REQUIREMENTS ON THE DETECTOR
SYSTEM

The current baseline design of the TRISTAN detec-
tor is a 3500-pixel Silicon Drift Detector (SDD) of about
20 cm diameter. SDDs are optimized for an excellent en-
ergy resolution (close to the Fano-limit for silicon) at high
count rates and large-area coverage [28], which makes
them ideally suited for a keV-scale sterile neutrino search
with KATRIN. In the following we detail the require-
ments and corresponding design choices with respect to
pixel number, pixel size, energy resolution, and read-out
electronics.

a. Number of pixels

The final TRISTAN detector is designed with the goal
of at least achieving a sensitivity to active-sterile mixing
angles in the < ppm-level, see figure 3. Correspondingly,
the systematic uncertainties have to be on the same order
of magnitude. From a purely statistical point of view, a
ppm sensitivity can be reached with a total statistics of
1016 electrons. Assuming a data taking period of 3 years,
this leads to a count rate of ntot = 108 cps on the entire
detector. To minimize the pile-up probability a count
rate per pixel of maximally 100 kcps is foreseen. This
leads to a minimal pixel number of 1000 pixels. The total
number of pixels is limited to keep the complexity and
cost at a manageable level. This is especially true as a
sophisticated front- and back-end readout electronics will
be needed to ensure low noise, good energy resolution,
high linearity, and the ability to tag charge sharing, and
backscattering.

b. Pixel and detector size

In order to maximize statistics and avoid unused pixels,
the detector size should be close to the size of the elec-
tron beam. The magnetic flux � = B ·A, where B is the
magnetic field and A is the beam area, is conserved along
the entire KATRIN beamline. Hence, the electron beam
area at the detector position is determined by the corre-
sponding magnetic field Bdet. This field can be adjusted
rather easily, which in turn allows for variable detector
diameters.
The optimization of the pixel and detector size is

driven by the aim of minimizing both charge-sharing be-
tween neighboring detector pixels and backscattering of
electrons from the detector surface.
Minimal charge-sharing is obtained by choosing the

largest pixel area that does not compromise the energy
resolution and the charge collection time of the detector.
The backscattering e↵ect impacts the choice of pixel and
detector size in multiple ways:

• To minimize the backscattering probability the
pitch angle (angle between electron’s momentum
vector and magnetic field vector) at the detector

current detector

TRISTAN detector, 
stat. & syst.

present lab limits

[Mertens et al., J. Phys. G 46 (2019) 065203 & 2007.07136]

stat. only, 1016 electrons

TRISTAN detector for KATRIN:  
Silicon Drift Detector (SDD) arrays developed 
at MPP / HLL Munich

7-pix prototype in use 
as KATRIN beam monitor

installation at monitor 
spectrometer in Nov. 
2020

replacing KATRIN 
focal-plane detector 
in 2025

SDD pixel
SDD module

full array
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Spring 2019: Inaugurational neutrino-mass  
campaign (4 weeks, at reduced source strength) 

New upper limit  m(") < 1.1 eV (90% CL) 
improves on previous experiments by factor ~2  

Ongoing analyses: more data sets 
- at increased source luminosity (2019) 
- with improved background reduction (2020)

Greetings from the 
control room!

!

New PDG reference value:

Ongoing data-taking:  
Collecting ~200 measurement days in 2020 
towards target sensitivity of 200 meV (~5 cal. years) 

Beginning to explore KATRIN’s physics potential 
beyond the neutrino mass: 
- search for sterile neutrinos at eV to keV scales 
- search for exotic weak interactions, Lorentz 
invariance violation, …

Stay tuned!


